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SplitFlyer Air: A Modular Quadcopter that
Disassembles into Two Bicopters Mid-Air

Songnan Bai and Pakpong Chirarattananon

Abstract—Motivated by the flight ability of severely under-
actuated rotorcraft, we introduce a transformable quadcopter—
SplitFlyer Air. The novel vehicle consists of two bicopter modules,
each equipped with only two propellers and capable of position-
controlled flight. Despite the notable difference in their flight
regimes, the robots, in both bicopter and quadcopter configura-
tions, can be modeled and controlled by a single framework. In
the flight experiments, an undocking mechanism with preloaded
elastic energy was designed and employed to assist the SplitFlyer
Air to disassemble autonomously. The catapult-inspired mecha-
nism provides initial yaw rates for the bicopters, accelerating
them to reach their hovering states without losing stability or
substantial altitude. Thanks to the developed controller and
devised mechanism, the transformation flights can be reliably
achieved. The ability to disassemble mid-air shows promise for
search and rescue missions or other swarm applications as it
allows the flock size to adaptively grow on demand.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid advancement of micro aerial vehicles (MAVs)
has brought along a plethora of potential applications

in several domains, such as agriculture, inspection, and re-
connaissance [1]. Thanks to the recent progress in platform
developments and navigation, aerial robots are expected to
demonstrate even more functionalities in order to accomplish
increasingly complex tasks. Such efforts, for instance, have
been manifested by the realization of multi-modal locomotion
[2]–[4], robotic swarms [5]–[7], autonomous navigation [8],
[9], and modular or reconfigurable vehicles [10]–[13].

Previously developed multirotor MAVs with modular recon-
figurability can be classified according to the flight capability
of their base modules. Equipped with four propellers, each unit
of ModQuads [10], [14] is capable of flying independently.
This allows the robots to demonstrate mid-air assembly [10]
or disassembly [14] depending on the mechanism fitted on
the airframe. On the other hand, each base module of the DFA
[15], DRAGON [16], or UFOs [12] is comprised of either one
or two propellers, rendering it incapable of flight by itself.

Nevertheless, there exist several severely underactuated fly-
ing robots that achieve 3D position control despite possessing
only one or two actuators. Samara-type vehicles with two actu-
ators fly by rotating around the vertical axis during flight [17],
[18]. Flapping-wing robots with two bimorph piezoelectric
actuators [19] or motors [20] demonstrate outstanding flight
agility by leveraging sinusoidal driving signals. A similar feat
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has been accomplished with severely underactuated multiro-
tor MAVs [21], mostly as a flight strategy for quadcopters
suffering from rotor failures through the use of cyclic com-
mands [22]–[24]. From the perspective of flight dynamics and
modular robotics, this implies that a conventional quadcopter
can be regarded as a collection of multiple flight-capable base
modules.

To this end, we report the development of SplitFlyer Air,
a quadcopter that can transform into two self-contained bi-
copters mid-air, each with the ability to fly independently
despite having only two propellers. To do so, SplitFlyer Air is
constructed by fastening two bicopters with power and control
autonomy. Compared with our preliminary prototype [25],
Splitflyer Air is equipped with an undocking mechanism to
permit two flight units to safely and autonomously separate
mid-air as demonstrated in the supplementary video. The
added ability is brought by the increased vehicle size and its
associated improved payload capacity. It is foreseeable that
when deployed as a group, SplitFlyers Air has the ability
to increase the flock size according to the changing mission
requirement, raising their potential in search and rescue op-
erations or other swarm applications. Starting as quadcopters,
the small group size eases the control and collision avoidance
tasks. The robots then break into subunits when they are
required to follow multiple targets or explore different paths.
In addition, compared with a regular multirotor vehicle [26]–
[28], the revolving bicopter may benefit from a wider vision.
The fast self-rotation flight allows a camera or a laser ranging
sensor with a limited field of view to scan the surroundings at
different phases of rotation. A high bandwidth sensor can be
employed to yield a 360� detection as found in [29]–[31].

To stabilize the attitude and control the position of bicopters,
the challenge lies in the severe underactuation of the platform.
With two propellers of the same spinning direction, each
bicopter revolves around its vertical axis in flight and the
magnitude of the total thrust is tightly coupled with the
vehicle’s non-zero yaw rate. Thus far, the modeling and control
of such vehicles have been accomplished based on the notion
of relaxed attitude control [21], [23], or, similarly, primary-axis
attitude control [24]. Such strategies center on manipulation
of the primary rotational axis of the vehicle, defined as the
cycle-averaged thrust direction as seen in the inertial frame.
Then, flight control is generally achieved by the application
of linear system techniques through linearization [21], [22]
or cascade control near the hovering solutions [23], [24]. In
[23], [24], for example, position control is attained in the
outer loop by directing the primary rotation axis towards the
desired direction. Then, the inner loop control is responsible
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Fig. 1. Photographs of SplitFlyer Air. (a) The quadcopter is comprised of two flight-capable bicopter subunits, distinguished by the spinning direction of the
propellers: Bicopter-CCW and Bicopter-CW. (b) Bicopter-CCW, with a pair of counterclockwise propellers, is equipped with a docking head (underneath, not
visible). (c) Bicopter-CW, with a pair of counterclockwise propellers, carries the catapult mechanism on top. An entire robot is constructed from two bicopters
docked together.

for aligning the body axis with the desired direction.
Despite the notable difference in flight condition, both

quadcopters and bicopters can be modeled by the same set
of equations, which also allows the use of a single set of
the control framework for both platforms. To achieve this,
we employ the concept of reduced attitude dynamics [21],
[23], [24] and regard the quadcopter or the bicopter as an
axisymmetric rigid disc with an approximately constant re-
volving speed. When the equations of motion are derived in
the inertial frame, the translational and attitude dynamics are
inherently and tightly coupled, whether they are for quad-
copters or bicopters. As a result, position and attitude control
is achieved simultaneously without the use of cascaded control
loops as previously seen in rotating rotorcraft [21]–[24]. The
elimination of the cascaded structure renders the proposed
controller resembles high-performance nonlinear controllers
developed for conventional MAVs [7], [12], [19], [28]. To do
so, the condition of small deviations from the hovering state
is assumed, similar to previous works [21]–[24]. Furthermore,
the proposed method leverages the symmetrical design of the
bicopters. The development, particularly the compatibility with
a quadcopter and the removal of the cascaded structure, is also
a significant expansion from our preliminary result [25]. The
changes result in markedly enhanced flight performance.

In addition to the novel approach on flight control of
severely underactuated multirotor robots, we demonstrate the
autonomous in-flight transition of SplitFlyer Air from the
quadcopter mode to bicopters. This is an ability absent from
the early prototypes in [25] and also distinct from existing
modular MAVs [10], [12], [14]–[16]. The difficulty in ac-
complishing the task stems from the vastly different hovering
conditions of both platforms. While a quadcopter is capable of
steady hovering, a bicopter needs to swiftly reach its nominal
revolving rate to stay aloft. As a consequence, immediately
after dividing, each bicopter assumes a state with relatively low
yaw rates—the state substantially deviated from its hovering
condition. This significantly deteriorates the effectiveness of
the flight controller that is derived based on the hovering
solution, making the robot temporarily lose some degree of
stability. To overcome this, an undocking structure with a
preloaded catapult mechanism is designed and fabricated.

The mechanism initially keeps two bicopters together as a
quadcopter for flight. When activated, the contraction of a
shape memory alloy (SMA) releases the bicopter and simul-
taneously converts the stored elastic energy into the rotational
kinetic energy of both bicopters. The undocking mechanism
impulsively provides the bicopters with sufficient initial yaw
speeds, assisting them to quickly reach their hovering states.
As a result, the disassembly can be reliably accomplished even
at a low flight altitude. It can be seen that the complexity
of the transition process of SplitFlyer Air surpasses those
of previous modular MAVs [10], [14], [32] as the procedure
extends beyond pure physical attachments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II details the
concept and fabricated prototypes of SplitFlyer Air. This in-
cludes the design and modeling of the undocking mechanism.
In Section III, the flight dynamics of both quadcopters and
bicopters are given under the same framework. The analysis
considers reduced attitude dynamics through consideration
of the angular momentum of the platforms. A flight con-
trol method suitable for both operational modes, with minor
differences in the mapping of control inputs, is proposed
in Section IV. The experiments, including the performance
evaluation of the undocking mechanism, trajectory tracking
flights and the demonstration of the mid-air disassembly are
described in Section V. Lastly, a conclusion is provided.

II. SPLIT QUADCOPTER PLATFORM

A. Modular Multirotor Robot Design

SplitFlyer Air is a modular transformable multirotor robot.
As shown in Fig. 1a, the quadcopter is constructed from two
bicopters as base units. Each bicopter module features a pair of
clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) propellers. The
differences between the two units are the propellers’ spinning
directions and the two-part interlocking mechanism that allows
both modules to be attached or disengaged. The flight modules
are referred to as Bicopter-CW and Bicopter-CCW according
to the type of equipped propellers as illustrated in Fig. 1b.

With the proposed design, SplitFlyer Air has two modes
of aerial locomotion. In the quadcopter form (Fig. 1a), the
robot is equipped with four brushless motors and functions as
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a conventional multirotor vehicle. Nevertheless, the platform
includes two sets of flight controllers, power electronics,
and airframes. Once transformed, the robot splits into two
bicopters that can independently perform controlled flight
despite being severely underactuated.

In the bicopter configuration, due to the non-zero aero-
dynamic torque produced by two propellers with the same
spinning direction, the bicopter maintains a relatively high
yaw rate in flight. This motivates us to regard the robot as
a spinning disk to radically simplify the dynamics modeling
and controller design. In order to meet the imposed condition,
each bicopter carries two batteries that are strategically placed
to obtain symmetrical mass distribution, which leads to the
approximately axisymmetric distribution of the moment of
inertia about the yaw axis as intended.

One principal difficulty in the realization of the proposed
transformable vehicle is the reconciliation of two flight modes
during the mid-air transition. As aforementioned, in contrast
to a conventional quadcopter, the bicopters fly with a high
revolving rate during hover. Immediately after the disassembly,
each bicopter must quickly build up its yaw rate to reach
its hovering state. During this period, the robot briefly loses
some altitude and its ability to fully control its attitude.
To shorten the temporary loss of control, the SMA-actuated
elastic catapult mechanism is developed. Exploiting the elastic
energy stored in the preloading step, the two-part mechanism
shown in Fig. 2b and c not only enables two bicopters to
instantaneously undock when triggered, but also impulsively
provides substantial initial angular momentum to both robots,
assisting them to acquire the fast revolving rates required
for hovering quickly. Thanks to the catapult-like undocking
mechanism, SplitFlyer Air is capable of performing a mid-
air transformation in tight volume, marking a major milestone
from the preliminary prototype in [25] that necessitates human
assistance to manually perform the reconfigurations.

B. SplitFlyer Air Prototypes

For each bicopter module, the all-in-one flight control board
(Bitcraze Crazyflie Bolt) was employed and placed at the
center of the airframe. The airframes with 20-cm wheelbase,
also acting as a protective ring, were machined from 3-mm-
thick carbon fiber sheets. For the propulsion system, 5⇥3-inch
two-blade propellers were paired with 2300KV 2204 brush-
less motors with built-in electronic speed controllers (ESC).
Compared with our previous prototype [25], the increased size
reduces the proportion of the weight of the flight controller
board to the vehicle weight from 30% to 4%, raising the
available payload budget for the undocking mechanism.

For each bicopter unit, two 550mAh 3s Li-ion batteries were
diagonally installed as captured in Fig. 1. This arrangement
guarantees that the bicopter has even mass and inertia dis-
tribution as assumed for the modeling purposes so that the
bicopter can be dynamically treated as a gyroscope (detailed in
Section III). The mass of Bicopter-CCW and Bicopter-CW are
310.4 g and 366.8 g, with the difference primarily attributed
to the upper and lower parts of the undocking mechanism
(9.6 g and 66.0 g). The estimated moment of inertia (by

CAD software, Fusion 360) of the bicopter about its roll
(x̂b), pitch (ŷb), and yaw (ẑb) axes are Ix = 1.56 ⇥ 10

4,
Iz = 1.56 ⇥ 10

4, and Iz = 3.07 ⇥ 10
4 g·cm2 (the relatively

lightweight undocking mechanism is centrally located and not
taken into consideration in the calculation).

The SMA-actuated undocking mechanism, of which the
design and working principle are described below, was fab-
ricated from 3D printed components (Formlabs Form 3, gray
resin v4), commercially available bearings, and carbon fiber
rods. The two-part mechanism are assembled on the two
bicopters. The SMA wire (MuscleWires Flexinol LT, 125 µm)
is driven by a separate ultra compact motor driver (HR8833)
that receives the command from an onboard GPIO pin on the
Crazyflie Bolt belonging to Bicopter-CW.

C. Undocking Mechanism

To enable the Splitflyer Air to autonomously transform into
two bicopters mid-air, the robot needs a set of undocking
mechanism with an active trigger function. In this work,
we designed a preloaded catapult mechanism that allows
two bicopters to efficiently undock when commanded. The
mechanism, as visible in Fig. 1, is schematically broken down
in Fig. 2. With the preload, the mechanism rigidly locks the
bicopters together, preventing an accidental disassembly. Once
prompted, the SMA contraction unlatches the two bicopters
and converts the stored elastic energy to provide the bicopters
initial revolving motion required for their flights.

1) Mechanical design: The undocking mechanism is di-
vided into the docking head and the catapult mechanism as
illustrated in Fig. 2a. The docking head resides directly under-
neath Bicopter-CCW and the catapult mechanism is attached
on top of Bicopter-CW as shown in Fig. 1. The mechanism
integrates elastic elements (rubber bands) that takes the moti-
vation from a clockwork device. In the initial docking process
via a human operator, the elastic elements are stretched as
preload. The coupled four-bar and latching mechanism tightly
lock the docking head and the catapult mechanism together.
When the SMA is triggered, the mechanism is unlatched and
the stored energy is released as rotational kinetic energy to
supply the bicopters with initial rotational rates as seen in the
supplementary video. The details are given as follows.

The catapult mechanism is comprised of four-bar linkages
(the yellow parts in Fig. 2a, 8� and 9�, also visible in the
supplementary video), a rotational wheel (the green part in
Fig. 2a, 4�) and the mechanical ground (the gray part in
Fig. 2a, 3�). The wheel is assembled on the center of the
supporting structure and supported by two nylon bearings
(only one bearing is visible in Fig. 2a, 1�). Such design
provides rigidity for the wheel so that it does not tilt from
the axis when subject to force or torque. There are two hooks
on the opposite sides of the wheel ( 2� in Fig. 2a and b) for
installations of the elastic elements (rubber bands, not shown
in Fig. 2a, see Fig. 2b).

To apply the preload, the docking head is brought into
contact with the wheel while the structural component of the
catapult mechanism is fixed. Four pairs of interlocking features
on the docking head and the wheel ( 5� in Fig. 2a) synchronize
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Fig. 2. The undocking mechanism. (a) A 3D CAD drawing of the two-
part mechanism. The dashed lines indicate alignment axes. The docking head
residing underneath Bicopter-CCW is fastened to the catapult mechanism
located on top of Bicopter-CW to form SplitFlyer Air. (b) A diagram of
the rubber band-based elastic energy storage mechanism. (c) A schematic of
the coupled four-bar linkages that transmit the SMA actuation to disengage
the interlocking mechanism and undock the bicopters from each other.

the anticlockwise rotation of the docking head (produced by
the operator) with the wheel while still allowing the docking
head to rotate freely in the opposite direction. This directional
coupling facilitates the undocking process described in the
subsequent paragraphs. Through the anticlockwise rotation
of the head and the wheel, the elastic bands located in the
chute along the outer diameter of the wheel are elongated.
As a result, the wheel together with the elastic elements act
as the energy storage device (Fig. 2b). To keep the elastic
bands in tension, two protruding tabs ( 7� in Fig. 2a and
c) on the docking head and two corresponding links on the
catapult structure ( 8� in Fig. 2a and c) form two sets of
interlocking mechanisms to prevent the back rotation when
engaged, keeping the mechanism loaded. The concave face
of the protruding tab (10� in Fig. 2c) serves as a groove that
retains the rounded end of the four-bar linkages in place. The
restoring torque ⌧e generated by the stretched elastic bands
securely keeps the docking head (and the wheel) in place with
respect to the mechanical ground in the locked state.

To disengage the mechanism in flight, the SMA is triggered
and contracted under the generated heat. The contraction is
propagated through the coupled four-bar linkages as indicated
by magenta arrows in Fig. 2c (see also the supplementary
video). The contraction force overcomes the friction and

restoring torque, unlatching both locks simultaneously. Ac-
cordingly, the stored elastic energy is released, producing
the action and reaction torque ⌧e that rotates the wheel and
the docking head in the clockwise direction with respect
to the catapult platform. The motion continues beyond the
point where the fasteners ( 5�) between the docking head and
wheel are separated. Owing to the inertia of both bicopters,
at this stage, the docking head starts to build up a non-zero
(clockwise) rotational rate with respect to the wheel. This
relative rotation is facilitated by the inclusion of four micro
bearings (blue cylinders, 6� in Fig. 2a) underneath the head.
Once these bearings reach the slanted faces on the wheel (12�),
the surface normal pushes the docking head away from the
catapult platform, separating two bicopters from each other.

2) Analysis of elastic energy and disengagement speed:
For the outlined catapult mechanism, the rotational speeds
of the docking components when they are separated depend
primarily on the elastic energy stored during the preload.
Under simplified conditions, neglecting the viscous loss and
friction from the multi-layer winding on the wheel, the elastic
energy can be equated with the kinetic energy associated with
the rotation of the bicopters when they are separated.

To compute the potential energy stored during the preload,
we let fe = fe (le) be the restoring force profile of an elastic
band when le is the amount of the elongation. The elongation
can also be expressed as the product of the wheel radius rw =

27.5 mm and the angular displacement ✓e from the preloading
process. With n elastic bands mounted, the potential energy
stored in the catapult mechanism is

U (✓e) = nrw

Z ✓e

0
fe (rw✓) d✓. (1)

Ignoring viscous losses and translational kinetic energy, the
potential energy is equally transferred to the angular kinetic
energy of two bicopters, producing the initial rotational speed
immediately after the undocking as

!i (✓) =
p

U (✓e) /Iz, (2)

where Iz denotes the bicopter’s yaw moment of inertia. The
result is used to model and estimate !i of the fabricated
prototype in Section V-A2.

III. BIMODAL FLIGHT DYNAMICS

The proposed vehicle has two modes of aerial locomotion:
quadcopter and bicopter modes. Although these two config-
urations are different in flight principles, both robots can
be treated as rigid bodies equipped with thrusters that are
aligned with the robot’s ẑb axis. As a consequence, their flight
dynamics can be predominantly captured by a single set of
equations of motion.

A. Translational Dynamics
To describe the translational dynamics of a bicopter or a

quadcopter, we consider the robot as a rigid body with mass
m equipped with four or two propellers in the gravity field,
as illustrated in Fig. 3a. The diagram displays all four rotor’s
thrusts (f1 to f4) belonging to the quadcopter. For a bicopter,
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams illustrating the flight dynamics of the robots. (a)
The definitions of the inertial frame and body-fixed frames. The airframe (of
the quadcopter or bicopters) is drawn in light blue with a blue dot denoting the
center of mass. The propeller axes are shown with red arrows. (b) In flight, a
bicopter flies with a high yaw rate and, hence, is abstracted as a spinning disk
for modeling and control purposes. The inertial frame (x̂wŷw ẑw) is falsely
drawn on top of the body frame (x̂bŷbẑb) for clarity. A non-revolving frame
(x̂mŷmẑb) with the associated angles of inclination ⇠x and ⇠y is introduced
to describe the attitude of the disk.

the f1 and f3 pair or f2 and f4 pair are disregarded depending
on the bicopter configuration (CCW or CW, refer to Fig. 1).
Frame x̂bŷbẑb denotes the body-fixed frame located on the
center of mass of each robot. Let p = [x, y, z]T represent the
position of the robot in the inertial frame (x̂wŷwẑw), and g to
be the gravitational constant, the translational motion of the
robot is given by

mp̈ = R
X

i

fi �mge3, (3)

where, R 2 SO(3) is a rotation matrix mapping the body
frame to the inertial frame. e3 = [0, 0, 1]T is a basis vector, fi
is the force associated with the ith propeller. The summation
is for i = 1, 3 for Bicopter-CW and i = 2, 4 for Bicopter-
CCW and i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the quadcopter as indicated earlier.
The force fi is generally taken as the thrust produced by the
propeller, aligned with ẑb as fi = e3fi,p. However, in the
case of flight with a significant body-centric rotational speed
(!), in which the propellers travel with a substantial speed
with respect to still air, the induced drags fi,d of the propeller
becomes non-negligible. This results in

fi = e3fi,p + fi,d. (4)

Modeled by blade element momentum theory [33] and em-
pirically verified in [27], [28], the induced drag of the ith

rotor is linearly proportional to its translational velocity vi.
For rotating robots, vi is attributed to the projected vehicle’s
velocity R�1ṗ and the body rotation ! ⇥ li, where li is the
location of the ith propeller in the body frame. This yields

fi,d = �Bvi = �BR�1ṗ�B! ⇥ li, (5)

with B = diag (Bh, Bh, Bv) being a diagonal matrix rep-
resenting the drag coefficients [28]. (5) states that the rotor
drag is caused by both the robot’s translation and rotation,
but for bicopter robots the rotation term is dominant as
|! ⇥ li| � |ṗ|. To compute the total force contributed by
all propellers (in the inertial frame), we substituting fi into
(3) using (4) and (5). This produces

R
X

i

fi = Re3
X

i

fi,p �RBR�1ṗ
X

i

1. (6)

It turns out that the terms associated with ! disappear due
to the symmetry of the vehicle (l1 = �l3 = l (x̂b + ŷb) /

p
2

and l2 = �l4 = l (x̂b � ŷb) /
p
2 as illustrated in Fig. 3). The

term associated with ṗ in (6) is, in fact, present in all multitor
vehicles, nevertheless, it is often neglected unless the vehicle
undergoes aggressive maneuvers [21], [23], [26], [34]. As a
result, (3) reduces to

mp̈ = Re3
X

i

fi,p �mge3. (7)

The result implies that, despite the presence of notable angular
rates, the translational dynamics of the bicopters or quadcopter
is independent of its angular velocity !.

B. Attitude Dynamics

As a rigid body, the robot’s attitude dynamics in the body
frame are captured by Euler’s equations:

I!̇ + ! ⇥ I! =

X

i

⌧ i + ⌧ s, (8)

where, I = diag (Ix, Iy, Iz) is the inertia moment of the vehi-
cle (bicopters or quadcopter), ⌧ s = �D! denotes the linear
aerodynamic body damping term with D = diag (Dh, Dh, Dv)

(owing to the symmetry of the robots). In (8), ⌧ i is the
torque produced by the propelling thrust and the rotor’s drag
fi = e3fi,p + fi,d from (4), combined with the thrust-induced
torque. Therefore,

⌧ i = li ⇥ fi + �ifi,pe3, (9)
= li ⇥ (e3fi,p + fi,d) + �ifi,pe3,

where  is the propeller specific thrust-to-drag ratio and �i =
(�1)

i�1 distinguishes the clockwise and counterclockwise
spinning propellers. In total, (8) captures the rotational dy-
namics in the body frame, taking into account the aerodynamic
dampings from the spinning propellers and rotating body.

C. Hovering Solution

To gain fundamental insights into the flight principles, we
consider the conditions that lead to a hovering state, defined as
ṗ, p̈ = 0 and !̇ = 0. According to the translational dynamics
from (7), the hovering state (denoted by ·⇤) necessitates

R⇤e3 = e3 and
X

i

f⇤
i = mg. (10)

The condition implies that the robot stays upright (!⇤
x,!

⇤
y = 0)

with a constant yaw rate !⇤
z depending on the interplay

between the induced torque of propellers and the total ro-
tational drag. For the case of the bicopters, which possess
two propellers with the same spinning direction, they can
only achieve a particular non-zero constant revolving speed
!⇤
z = �img/(

P
i Bhl2+Dv).. On the contrary, a quadcopter

is able to hold an arbitrary constant revolving speed !⇤
z by

correspondingly adjusting the sum of propellers’ torque under
the constraint

P
i f

⇤
i = mg.
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D. Gyroscopic Motion and Reduced Flight Dynamics
According to the hovering state determined in Section III-C,

non-aggressive bicopter and quadcopter flights are both ac-
complished near the nominally upright orientation ẑ⇤b = e3
with an approximately constant yaw rate or !̇z ⇡ 0. This
encourages us to analyze the robot’s dynamics near this
nominal state. The following models are developed based on
the assumption that the deviation of the robot’s attitude state
from its equilibrium point ẑ⇤b = e3 is small. Thus we let

ẑb ⇡
⇥
⇠y �⇠x 1

⇤T with |⇠x| , |⇠y| ⌧ 1. (11)

1) Near-hovering translational dynamics: Under the no-
tation introduced by (11), the translational dynamics from
(7) can be integrated with the approximate force equilibrium
constraint from (10) and broken into the horizontal and vertical
components as

mp̈2 = mgJ⇠ and mz̈ =

X

i

fi,p �mg, (12)

where ⇠ = [⇠x, ⇠y]
T. p2 = [x, y]T is the 2 ⇥ 1 vector of the

horizontal position (different from the 3⇥ 1 vector p), and J
is a 2⇥ 2 skew-symmetric matrix with unit determinant equal
to the -90�-rotation matrix. These equations are later used for
the design of a flight controller for non-aggressive trajectories.

2) Reduced attitude dynamics: The attitude dynamics are
revisited by abstracting the robot as an angular momentum
object in the inertial frame. Compared to the conventional
body-frame centric approach, the inertial frame consideration
is suitable for vehicles that are severely underactuated with a
large yaw rate including the bicopters.

As explained in Section II-B, the vehicle’s mass distribution
is approximately axisymmetric by design. That is, its moment
of inertia about the pitch and roll axes are approximately equal
or I = diag (Id, Id, Iz), this permits the robot to be seen
as an axisymmetric gyroscope. Referring to Fig. 3b (which
depicts the robot as a disk), we may define a coordinate frame
x̂mŷmẑb with x̂m ⇡ [1, 0,�⇠y]T and ŷm ⇡ [0, 1, ⇠x]T to
highlight the direction of ẑb in the inertial frame, irrespective
of the actual yaw angle  . In this setting, the angular momen-
tum of the robot in the inertial frame is

L = Id⇠̇xx̂m + Id⇠̇yŷm + Iz⌦
⇤
z ẑb. (13)

Using the fact that ˙̂xm = �⇠̇yẑb, ˙̂ym = ⇠̇xẑb, and ˙̂zb =

⇠̇yx̂m � ⇠̇xŷm, the reduced attitude dynamics are obtained by
taking the time derivative of (13) [35]. With some algebraic
manipulation, this yields

Id⇠̈ + Iz⌦
⇤
zJ⇠̇ = [e1, e2]

T R

 
X

i

⌧ i + ⌧ s

!
= ⌧w + ⌧ d

(14)

where the collective torque on the right-hand side, corre-
sponding to L̇, is taken from (8) and (9) with the projection
on to the x̂w and ŷw directions through the basis vectors
e1 = [1, 0, 0]T and e2 = [0, 1, 0]T . The contribution from fi,p,
⌧w, is defined to be ⌧w = [e1, e2]

T R
P

i li⇥fi,pe3, whereas
the rest (the terms associated with fi,d and ⌧ s from (5) and
(8)) is lumped into ⌧ d. For small deviations |⇠x| , |⇠y| ⌧ 1, the

rotation matrix is approximated as R ⇡ Rz ( ) to capture the
instantaneous yaw state of the robot (see Fig. 3b). Furthermore,
it can be shown that [e1, e2]

T Rz ( )D! = Dh⇠̇. Therefore,

⌧ d =� [e1, e2]
T Rz ( )

X

i

li ⇥
�
BR�1ṗ+B! ⇥ li

�

�Dh⇠̇. (15)

To further simplify ⌧ d, we apply the fact that l1 = �l3 =

l (x̂b + ŷb) /
p
2 and l2 = �l4 = l (x̂b � ŷb) /

p
2 (by design)

and ⇠̇ = RT
2 ( ) [e1, e2]

T ! with R2 (·) being a 2⇥2 rotation
matrix. The sum of ṗ-dependent terms in (15) becomes zero.
That is, the translation of the vehicle does not directly affect
the reduced attitude dynamics. Subsequently, (15) reduces to

⌧ d =
1

2

X

i

Bvl
2�i


sin 2 cos 2 
cos 2 sin 2 

�
⇠̇ �D⇠⇠̇, (16)

in which D⇠ =
1
2

P
i Bvl2 +Dh is defined as a lumped rota-

tional damping coefficient. The first term in (16) is dependent
on the yaw angle  . For a quadcopter,  is likely slowly time-
varying. Its contribution to ⌧ d can be easily marginalized out
by the flight controller. For a bicopter with  ̇ ⇡ !⇤

z , the first
term in (16) becomes a zero-mean fast oscillatory signal which
can be neglected, leaving ⌧ d ⇡ �D⇠⇠̇.

Meanwhile, the control input for the reduced attitude dy-
namics, ⌧w from (14), can be controlled independently for
the case of a quadcopter. For the case of the bicopter robots,
however, ⌧w cannot be controlled independently because of
the severe underactuation. Based on the frame definitions
shown in Fig. 1b, the portion of the torque directly attributed
to the propelling thrust can be written as

⌧w =
lp
2
(fj,p � fj+2,p)

⇣
(�1)

j+1 1+ J
⌘

cos 
sin 

�
(17)

in which j = 1 for Bicopter-CW and j = 2 for Bicopter-
CCW, and 1 is an identity matrix. (17) states that ⌧w is
determined from the difference between two propelling forces
(fj,p � fj+2,p) and  for the bicopters. The dependence on
 means ⌧w has one degree of freedom cannot be arbitrarily
commanded. This is different from a conventional quadcopter.

IV. FLIGHT CONTROLLER

As shown in Section III, apart from the issue of under-
actuation of bicopters, flight dynamics of both bicopters and
quadcopters can be largely expressed with the same models.
This encourages us to develop a single control method for
both modes. To achieve this, we devise the controller based
on the near-hovering dynamics by considering the vertical and
horizontal translations of the robots, taking into account the
reduced attitude dynamics. Unlike the early development in
[25] and related works [21]–[24], the flight controller here
does not rely on the timescale separation between the attitude
and translational dynamics that gives rise to cascaded control
loops. This results in improved tracking ability. Finally, the
torque generation method for bicopters based on cyclic com-
mands is provided to workaround the severe underactuation of
the bicopter platform.
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A. Altitude Control
Based on the near-hovering dynamics described by (12), the

altitude dynamics of the robot can be considered independently
from other modes. As a linear second-order system, a standard
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) control law guarantees
the convergence. For a given setpoint trajectory zr (t), the total
required thrust fi,r is computed from
X

i

fi,r = mz̈r � kz,pz̃ � kz,d ˙̃z � kz,i

Z
z̃dt+mg, (18)

where z̃ = z � zr denotes the altitude error and kz,(·)’s
are control gains. The closed-loop stability is achieved when
kz’s satisfy the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion. Note that
the method is suitable for both quadcopter and bicopters by
applying different sets of parameters.

B. Horizontal Position Control
The horizontal position controller is devised based on the

assumption that the bicopter or quadcopter is able to arbitrarily
generate torque about x̂m and ŷm axes at any instance,
although this is not entirely the case for the bicopters. The
violation is later addressed in Section IV-C2.

Given the lateral reference trajectory pr = [xr, yr]
T, the

position error is defined as p̃ = p2 � pr. The following
constraint is employed for the construction of the control law

p̃(4)
+ �3p̃

(3)
+ �2 ¨̃p+ �1 ˙̃p+ �0p̃ = 0, (19)

where p̃(i) indicates the ith-order time derivative of p̃ and �’s
are positive scalar gains. The convergence of p̃ is guaranteed
when �’s satisfy the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. The derivatives
of the error terms are evaluated from (12), (14) and (15):

¨̃p = gJ⇠ � p̈r, p̃(3)
= gJ⇠̇ � p(3)

r , (20)

p̃(4)
= J

g

Id

⇣
⌧w �D⇠⇠̇ � Iz!

⇤
zJ⇠̇

⌘
� p(4)

r .

It can be seen that the control input ⌧w emerges from the
term p̃(4). Therefore, the control law for ⌧w, notated as
⌧w,r is obtained based on the feedback of p2, ⇠, and their
derivatives. This yields a single input for controlling the entire
system encompassing both attitude and translational dynamics.
Observe that the term p(4)

r in (20) serves as the feedforward
command. This allows the robot to follow dynamic and
aggressive trajectories more accurately. For improved clarity,
we provide a state-space representation of the system and a
block diagram of the control architecture in Section S1. For the
actual implementation, ⌧w,r must be translated to the propeller
commands fi’s according to individual platforms as discussed
below.

C. Mapping of Control Inputs
1) Implementation on quadcopter: To apply (19) to a

quadcopter, a yaw controller to guarantee the prerequisite of
!̇z ⇡ 0 is needed. For a given yaw trajectory  r (t) with
 ̈r ⇡ !̇z ⇡ 0, the yaw error  ̃ =  � r is minimized with a
PID scheme
X

i

�ifi,r = Iz ̈r � k ,p ̃ � k ,d
˙̃ � k ,i

Z
 ̃dt, (21)

where kz,(·)’s are control gains. Thereafter, all control laws
from (18), (19), and (21) are consolidated. The laws provide
four linear constraints that allow the thrust of all four pro-
pellers fi,r to be computed in a similar manner to conventional
quadcopter control methods [26].

In summary, the proposed flight controller, when combined
with a simple yaw regulator, can be used to control a quad-
copter with a small !̇z . When !z = 0, the method can be
seen as a non-cascaded controller derived from the linearized
dynamics similar to the strategy used in [36].

2) Implementation on bicopters: Up until (20), the flight
dynamics of a bicopter and a quadcopter have been universally
elaborated by a single set of equations. Herein, we seek to
realize the control torque ⌧w,d set by (20) for position control
of the bicopter and simultaneously meet the condition for
altitude controller from (18).

Together, the total thrust
P

i fi,r determined by the altitude
controller and the desired torque ⌧w,r for regulation of the
horizontal position constitute three constraints. These cannot
be concurrently realized as the bicopters are only equipped
with two independent actuators. To overcome the severe under-
actuation, we exploit the inherently fast yaw rate to control the
robot in a cycle-averaged manner. To elaborate, we determine
the force commands using the following equations:

fj,r + fj+2,r = z̈r � kz,pz̃ � kz,d ˙̃z � kz,i

Z
z̃dt+mg,

fj,r � fj+2,r =

p
2

l
⌧T
w,r

⇣
(�1)

j+1 1+ J
⌘

cos 
sin 

�
. (22)

The first condition directly follows the altitude control law
(18), whereas the second condition is an attempt to realize the
horizontal position control (19). When this is substituted into
(17), we obtain

⌧w = ⌧T
w,r

⇣
(�1)

j+1 1+ J
⌘ ⇥

cos sin 
⇤T

⇣
(�1)

j+1 1+ J
⌘ ⇥

cos sin 
⇤T

, (23)

which eventually leads to

⌧w = ⌧w,r + (�1)
j+1


sin 2 � cos 2 

� cos 2 sin 2 

�
⌧w,r

= ⌧w,r +�⌧w,r, (24)

where we have defined �⌧w,r to represent the leftover torque
with fast dynamics ( ̇ = !z) and zero bias. The mean of
�⌧w,r is zero when averaged over a cycle. Regarding �⌧w,r

as the high-frequency disturbance, the implementation of (22)
approximately steers ⌧w to ⌧w,r as desired.

To mitigate the impact of �⌧w,d on the closed-loop stabil-
ity, we let P (s) represent the transfer function of the reduced
attitude dynamics in the vicinity of the hovering state (derived
from (14), s is the Laplace variable). This P (s) models the
actual dynamics of ⇠ belonging to the bicopter in flight. With
the result from (24), we anticipate

⇠ (s) =P (s) ⌧w (s) = P (s) ⌧w,r (s) + P (s)�⌧w,r (s) ,
(25)

which indicates the presence of a high-frequency oscillation
excited by the term �⌧w,r. To attenuate the influence of
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attitude
-position
controller +

+

low-pass filter

(estimated)

plant

Fig. 4. A block diagram showing the principle of the closed-loop horizontal
position control based on the reduced attitude dynamics. The implementation
of the low-pass filter is specifically designed to remove the oscillatory leftover
dynamics caused by the use of cyclic commands needed to deal with the
severe underactuation of bicopters. Note that s2 and c2 are shorthands for
sin (2 ) and cos (2 ).

�⌧w,r on the position control, a Chebyshev type II low-
pass filter is employed to eliminate the effect of �⌧w,r on
the measurements of ⇠ used in the computation of ⌧w,r. The
resultant closed-loop dynamics is illustrated by Fig. 4. Overall,
the implementation of cyclic commands from (22) and the use
of a low-pass filter to attenuate the leftover torque effectively
enable the bicopters to be controllable in three degrees of
freedom despite having only two independent actuators. The
control performance of bicopters, however, would be affected
in comparison with quadcopters.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of
the robots, including the undocking mechanism and bicopter
flight performance. Finally, a mid-air transition of SplitFlyer
Air from the quadcopter to bicopter mode is demonstrated.

A. Evaluation of Undocking Mechanism

In order to tune the amount of the preloaded energy for
the catapult mechanism to obtain the desired spinning rate
upon undocking, we performed tensile tests on rubber bands.
The findings are subsequently incorporated into the models
and further evaluated with the catapult-assisted take-off exper-
iments. The force-deformation profile and the outcomes from
the take-off experiments are to be used to realize the mid-air
disassembly in the succeeding flight experiments.

1) Rubber band tensile test: We used a motorized linear
stage for testing the tensile force of rubber bands. The platform
allows the rubber bands to be stretched by up to 200 mm. A
force sensor (ATI Nano17 Titanium) was affixed to the static
side of the stage for measuring the tension generated by the
rubber bands at different elongations as shown in Fig. 5a.

We conducted 18 steady-state measurements, at the interval
of 10 mm, from 0 to 170 mm. The experiments were repeated
with three different rubber bands of the same type to account
for the minor variations between each rubber band, totaling
54 datapoints as reported in Fig. 5b. An empirical model was
employed to capture the profile of fe using the least squares
fitting as shown in Fig. 5b. The third-order polynomial model

linear stage

load
cell

rubber
band

50 mm

0 120 240 360
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Fig. 5. (a) Photo of the experimental setup for the rubber band tensile test. (b)
Force-deformation profile of the rubber bands. Empirical measurements are
shown in dots and the line portrays the third-order polynomial fitted model.
(c) Plot of the initial revolving rate of Bicopter-CCW (

p
2!i) immediately

after undocking obtained from the catapult-assisted take-off experiments. The
measurements were taken with different amounts of preload by varying the
number of elastic bands used (n) and the degree of elongation (le = rw✓e).
The dots represent measurements whereas model predictions are shown as
lines. According to the energy-based model, !i is the predicted initial spinning
rate for both bicopters in the mid-air disassembly.

produces the coefficient of determination of 0.98. Further
increasing the order results in negligible improvement.

2) Characterization of elastic catapult mechanism: Based
on the tensile test above, we carried out catapult-assisted take-
off experiments to validate the launching speed of a bicopter
as predicted by the energy-based model (2).

Instead of verifying the revolving speed of both bicopters
from the mid-air split, for simplicity, we simulated the un-
docking process with Bicopter-CW (carrying the catapult base)
fixed on the ground. Actuation of the SMA would then launch
the Bicopter-CCW up with the initial yaw rate of

p
2!i =p

U (✓e) /Iz as the elastic energy is transferred to only one
bicopter. In the take-off experiments, we installed 2, 4, and 6
rubber bands on the undocking mechanism. In the loading step,
three different loading angles (✓e = 80

�, 170�, 260�) were
investigated for each set of rubber bands. These corresponds to
le = rw✓e = 3.8, 8.2, 12.5 cm for rw = 2.75 cm. The yaw rate
of Bicopter-CCW immediately after the launch was extracted
using the motion capture system (OptiTrack Prime 13w).
With three trials performed for each setting, 27 datapoints of
measured

p
2!i are plotted in Fig. 5c, alongside the model

predictions from (2). The findings suggest that
p
2!i > 20

rad·s�1 was achieved when six elastic bands were used.
From the results, it is observed that the model slightly under-

predicts !i despite neglecting possible viscoelastic losses. This
is possibly due to the nonuniform elongation of the bands and
the fact that the actual stretch could be longer than rw✓e thanks
to the band thickness and the overlaps from the winding. The
root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the prediction of !i is 2.1
rad/s, one order of magnitude smaller than !i. This validates
the energy-based model described by (2).

Based on these outcomes, six rubber bands and the preload
angle of ✓e = 350

� were chosen for the mid-air disassembly.
The configuration, corresponding to red crosses in Fig. 5b and
c, is conservatively anticipated to generate !i = 18.3 rad·s�1

according to the model. This target !i is approximately
one-third of !⇤

z as experimentally determined from flight
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experiments below. In Section V-C and the supplementary
video, it is demonstrated that the catapult mechanism with
selected arrangement facilitated the bicopters to reach their
hovering states rapidly after undocking, enabling the mid-air
disassembly to be achieved at low altitude.

B. Bicopter Flight Demonstration and Performance
Control performance of the developed flight controller is

validated. Since the major novelty lies in the ability to control
the position of bicopters, detailed evaluation with trajectory
tracking is carried out in this section. The demonstration of
flights in both quadcopter and bicopter modes together is
provided in the mid-air disassembly tests in Section V-C.

1) Experimental setup: Flight experiments were carried out
in a 3⇥3⇥2.5-m3 arena with six motion capture cameras (Op-
tiTrack Prime 13w) for tracking the pose of the vehicles. The
measurements were used for both flight control and ground-
truth measurements. Flight controllers were implemented us-
ing Python on the ground station. From the received feedback,
the ground station determined the robot’s heading  , the
inclination angles ⇠, and other quantities required to compute
⌧w,r and the total thrust at 200 Hz. These quantities were
transmitted to the robots via radio communication (Bitcraze
Carzyradio PA), through the use of Crazyflie Python API. The
original flight controller is replaced with the custom code that
maps the received instructions to the motor commands. The
heading angle (yaw) was estimated onboard from integrating
the angular rate (!⇤

z ) from the motion capture system at 1 kHz
and periodically corrected by the motion capture feedback. The
onboard IMU was not used for control. Both control boards
on the SplitFlyer Air functions independently and almost
identically, controlling one pair of motors each in either flight
mode. For Bicopter-CW, we employed a GPIO pin to trigger
the installed SMA actuator through a separate motor driver
(HR8833).

2) Trajectory tracking: To evaluate the flight performance
of the bicopters, we designed two sets of trajectory tracking
experiments: a smooth helical trajectory with a maximum
flight speed of 1.26 ms�1 and a step trajectory.

To perform flights, Bicopter-CCW was first commanded to
take off in open loop at extremely low altitude for ⇡ 6 s.
During this phase, the robot built up the necessary yaw rate
while leveraging the ground effects for attitude stabilization.
After reaching the equilibrium revolving speed, the robot
tracked the prescribed trajectories for over 40 s before entering
the landing phase. For each trajectory, five flight trials were
conducted. For the step trajectory, the feedforward command
(derivatives of pr) is absent during the location change. The
plots of actualized trajectories and reference trajectories are
shown in Fig. 6a and b (plots of ⇠x and ⇠y can be found
in Fig. S3 and Fig. S4. The results reveal that the bicopter
maintained the revolving rate of ⌦⇤

z ⇡ 55 rad·s�1 when flying.
This equates to almost 9 cycles per second. The fast yaw rate
substantiates the cycle-averaged treatment through the neglect
of zero-mean fast varying terms in the modeling and flight
controller design.

We quantify the flight performance via the RMSEs from
all five flights (from 5 to 50 s). For the helical trajectory, the

RMSEs in the horizontal and vertical directions are 8.9 and 5.3
cm. For the step trajectory, the RMSEs in the horizontal and
vertical directions are 25.0 cm and 2.5 cm. We believe that the
observed errors are due to the combination of the linearization,
inaccurate model coefficients and the underactuation of the
robot. For the step trajectory, the absence of the feedforward
input leads to the slow transient response. Video footage of
an example helical trajectory tracking flight is provided as
Supplementary Video.

The proposed controller benefits from the streamlined im-
plementation. Despite the small-angle assumption, the flight
performance is comparable to a nonlinear (no small angle-
assumption but cascaded) implementation in [34]. To high-
light the benefit obtained from the removal of the timescale
separation assumption, we compare the proposed controller
with the cascaded method in the previous study [25], the same
tests were performed with the cascaded controller. Despite our
best attempt in gain tuning, the robot was unable to complete
the relatively fast helical trajectory and crashed within five
seconds as seen in Fig. 6. For the step trajectory, the bicopter
with the cascaded controller displayed pronounced oscillations
around the reference trajectory. The resultant RMSEs in the
horizontal and vertical directions (evaluated from 0 to 55 s)
are 39.5 cm and 2.5 cm, considerably larger than that of
the proposed controller. The outcomes show clear advantages
and improvements in the control performance of the proposed
controller, thanks to the simultaneous consideration of the
attitude and translational dynamics.

All in all, the devised control law equips the severely
underactuated bicopters with an ability to be placed anywhere
in space, with the precision parallel to that of a regular
multirotor robot.

C. Controlled SplitFlyer Air Flights with Mid-air Disassembly

To demonstrate and evaluate the ability to execute the flight
mode transformation of SplitFlyer Air, we carried out the mid-
air undocking experiments. In these experiments, SplitFlyer
Air made a transition from the quadcopter configuration to
bicopters, or split into two independent robots, mid-air.

To accomplish the transformation, the flight is divided into
three stages: i) a take-off and flight in the quadcopter mode;
ii) the transition; and iii) concurrent flights with two bicopters.
Fig. 7 shows an image sequence illustrating the mid-flight
disassembly, with the associated flight data given in Fig. 6c.

In the first phase, two bicopters were docked together as
a quadcopter. The robot was controlled using the proposed
strategy (Section IV-C1). The horizontal location of the robot
was also controlled to ensure the flight stability in the tight
space.

Once reaching the desired altitude, the quadcopter entered
the second stage. The SMA actuator was activated, resulting
in the release of elastic energy that impulsively assisted the
bicopters to acquire sufficient initial revolving rates. This is
to ensure that the bicopters rapidly stabilize and stay aloft
in the restricted volume. According to Fig. 6c, the yaw rates
of both bicopters were between 20-30 rad·s�1 immediately
after the undocking process. Since the initial revolving rates
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Fig. 6. (a) and (b) Flight data from the five repeated trajectory tracking experiments performed by Bicopter-CCW. (a) A 3D helical trajectory. Refer to Fig. S2
for closed-up plots with the effect of revolving motion visible. (b) A 1-m step trajectory with constant altitude. (c) An example flight trajectory of SplitFlyer
Air prior to and after the disassembly into two bicopters.
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Fig. 7. A sequence of images that capture the quadcopter and its undocking process. The second and third frames highlight the SMA-actuated disassembly.
The last composite image demonstrates two bicopters concurrently following their prescribed trajectories after the undocking.

were notably below the nominal !⇤
z ⇡ 53 rad·s�1 and

the bicopters’ states deviated significantly from the assumed
hovering conditions in the controller design, the robots would
temporarily suffer from the deteriorated control performance.

To work around the difficulties associated with the undock-
ing and transition process, the horizontal position control on
each bicopter was briefly disabled during and instantly after
the disassembly until the yaw rate rose to |!z| > 26 rad·s�1.
In the meantime, the altitude setpoints for Bicopter-CCW and
Bicopter-CW were prescribed to 1.5 m and 0.2 m to prevent
an accidental collision. Between 26 < |!z| < 44 rad·s�1 (see
Fig. 6c), we applied the horizontal position control method
presented in [25] to loosely regulate the vehicles’ positions.
This is because the cascaded controller from [25] proves to
be robust over a larger range of the revolving speed during
flight experiments. However, without leveraging the feedback
of ⇠̇ for control, the cascaded method is visibly inferior to the
proposed control laws when it comes to flight performance
near the nominal hovering condition.

Once the bicopters acquired sufficient yaw rates or |!z| >
44 rad·s�1, the cascaded controller was replaced with the pro-
posed controller. The robots spent ⇡ 5 s in the transition phase
with the reduced control effort. Despite that, both bicopters
remained in the tight 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 1.6 m volume. Subsequently,

the bicopters slowly converged to their respective setpoints,
marking the end of the transition. Both robots were then
commanded to realize a circular trajectory as seen in Fig. 7 and
the supplementary video. Four additional SplitFlyer Air flights
with mid-air disassembly were performed. The vehicle illus-
trated trajectories with highly similar characteristics, verifying
the reliability of the undocking mechanism and the proposed
control strategy. The footage of these transitional flights can
be found in the supplementary video.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed a transformable multirotor
robot–SplitFlyer Air. In addition to the quadcopter mode,
SplitFlyer Air separates into two flight-capable bicopters that
can function independently. The two modes of aerial loco-
motion are vastly different. In the bicopter configuration, the
robots, possessing only two actuators, are severely underactu-
ated. Yet, thanks to the proposed flight control methods, the
vehicles demonstrate stable flights in both regimes. Further-
more, the autonomous transition from the quadcopter form
to bicopters through assistance from the developed undocking
mechanism is achieved. All in all, SplitFlyer Air is an aerial
platform with the potential for swarms with scalability.
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SplitFlyer Air: A Modular Quadcopter that Disassembles
into Two Bicopters Mid-Air

Songnan Bai and Pakpong Chirarattananon

S1. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION OF DYNAMICS AND CONTROLLER

The flight dynamics can be expressed by a state-space representation. Based on the reduced attitude dynamics (14) and
near-hovering translational dynamics (12), the system described by (12) and (14) is linear and fourth-order. Since p̈ = gJ⇠,
we may define a state vector

x =

h
pT
2 ṗT

2 ⇠T ⇠̇
T

iT

=
⇥
x y ẋ ẏ ⇠x ⇠y ⇠̇x ⇠̇y

⇤T
, (S1)

such that the dynamics follow

ẋ = Assx+Bssu, (S2)

where

Ass =

2

664

0 1 0 0
0 0 gJ 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 �D⇠1� Iz⌦⇤

zJ

3

775 , (S3)

Bss =
⇥
0 0 0 1

⇤T
, (S4)

and the input

u = ⌧w, (S5)

with 1 being a 2 ⇥ 2 identity matrix, 0 being a 2 ⇥ 2 zero matrix. As mentioned in Section III-D2, the yaw angle is not
considered in this step.

With the assumption that the bicopter or quadcopter is able to arbitrarily generate torque about its x̂b and ŷb axes at any
instance, the proposed control law in Section IV-B is obtained by solving (19), this results in

u = �K1 (x� xr) +K2x� Id
g
Jp(4)

r , (S6)

with

K1 =�
h

�0Id
g J �1Id

g J �2Id1 �3Id1
i

(S7)

K2 =
⇥
0 0 0 D⇠1+ Iz!⇤

zJ
⇤
. (S8)

The first term term in (S6), containing the mismatch between the current and reference trajectories, is responsible for correction.
The second term is for feedback linearization, cancelling out the left over dynamics corresponding to the last element in Ass.
The last term in (S6) is the feedforward command depending on the predefined trajectory.To illustrate the architecture of the
control system, we define a “plant” as the transfer function that maps u(s) to x(s), the block diagram of the close-loop system
is presented in Fig. S1. Therein, the state and input of the system are presented in the Laplace domain.
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Fig. S1. Block diagram of the control architecture of the bicopor/quadcopter.
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Fig. S2. The close-up view of Fig. 6a for t =0-10 s. The amplitude of the oscillation due to the rotating motion is less than 1 cm.
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Fig. S3. The robot instantaneous attitude represented by ⇠x and ⇠y from the helical trajectory tracking flight. The figure includes ⇠x and ⇠y from five flights.
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Fig. S4. The robot instantaneous attitude represented by ⇠x and ⇠y in step trajectory tracking flight. The figures include ⇠x and ⇠y in five flights.


